
From: The house of Tucker and Myley  
Sent: Friday, December 8, 2023 10:09 PM
To: Mayor Finch <gfinch@southhuron.ca>; Deputy Mayor Dietrich <jdietrich@southhuron.ca>;
Councillor Vaughan <mvaughan@southhuron.ca>; Councillor Dietrich <mdietrich@southhuron.ca>;
Councillor Neeb <aneeb@southhuron.ca>; Councillor Oke <toke@southhuron.ca>; Councillor
Dietrich <mdietrich@southhuron.ca>
Subject: Re: Tridon Development fiasco

I have been reading social media for over an hour.  I see you sold us out for 30 pieces of silver. 
SHAME SHAME SHAME the 5 of you who voted for this.  Bring on an election as based on comments
do NOT expect any votes from Grand Cove or other areas of SH.

You are litearally stealing from people by going this route.  South Huron council literally does not
care about the current residents.  Upon my return I will no longer be looking to move to Exeter but
rather North Middlesex. It us far more afforadable and trustworthy,

Perhaps it is time to think OMB

Rest assured that apart from M Vaughan I no longer trust this council as they do not have our best
interests at heart.

On 20 Nov 2023 08:35, The house of Tucker and Myley wrote:
> Good Morning, although we are currently in Florida we wish to remind
> you all that we are adamantly opposed to the idea of South Huron
> Residents paying any portion of the Tridon Development and the Sewer
> lines etc.  In no way do we support residents being forced to pay out
> of our pockets. Enough is enough.
> 
> M Crawford-Smith and R Hutton
> 322 Wyldwood Lane
> 
> 
> 
> On 04 Nov 2023 08:53, The House of Tucker and Myley wrote:
>> Good morning
>> In the last few days we have been hearing many rumors, conversations,
>> Facebook discussion, emails etc about the Tridon development and its
>> effects on South Huron residents.
>> ,
>> While in the past I have been supportive of new development this is
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>> not true of being supportive of new development that ends up being
>> subsidized by the residents of South Huron.  It was bad enough that we
>> were forced into the last debenture added to our water bill. Each time
>> i receive a water bill this still angers me on how I feel we were
>> tricked into this one.
>> 
>> South Huron council cannot continue to raise rates and not expect fall
>> out.  These tactics will back fire as South Huron will no longer be
>> affordable.  As a resident in Grand Cove there is zero benefit to us
>> seniors for such a pipeline.  infact Grand Cove recieves almost no
>> benefits from South Huron but council seems to think we should pay for
>> all these so called bright ideas this council has.  With the exception
>> of Ms Vaughan it would seem like none of you even care about the
>> financial impact your decisions have on the seniors of the county.
>> 
>> Adding yet another tax rate ( or how ever you try to call it) will
>> have a serious impact on many of my neighbors who are already
>> struggling.  Shame on all of you for not thinking of them.
>> 
>> If Tridon wished to build so be it- but not at our cost.  100% of the
>> cost of any pipeline should be bore by Tridon and not the current
>> residents of South Huron. If you choose to force us to pay for a
>> developers venture I am sure it will be reflected in the next
>> election.
>> 
>> By making us residents, especially seniors, pay for this then all you
>> are doing is helping a developer pad his bank account.
>> 
>> This council has been anything but transparent in dealing with matters
>> such as this.
>> 
>> I moved to Grand Cover 10 years ago, putchasing a house in the very
>> back and expecting to stay there. Recently I contacted a Broker about
>> selling in the spring and purchasing a larger home with some land of
>> my own. I had asked him to look in the Exeter area of South Huron.  On
>> Friday, directly because of the Tridon issue and lack of councils
>> transparancy, I contacted my Broker and asked to change my focus to
>> the Ailsa Craig area.  Taxes in South Huron are much higher already
>> and it seems that North Middlesex is more inline with other counties,
>> especially considering South Hurons current financial situation.
>> 
>> If you have not figured it out, we are ADAMANTLY opposed to any move
>> to have the rate payers of South Huron pay for Tridons development
>> especially when proof has been given as to why this pipeline is
>> needed.



>> 
>> Also stop picking the pockets of seniors- shame on you for doing that.
>> Perhaps the time has come to go public to the media with this.
>> 
>> M Crawford-Smith
>> L Hutton
>> 322 Wyldwood Lane.




